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Abstract
The use of digital photography is migrating from the major applications in pho
tojournalism to professional studio photography. Traditional service bureaus such
as professional photo labs and prepress trade shops are adding digital imaging
services to their film-based services. Also, businesses such as advertising agencies
and publishers, who traditionally outsourcework to service bureaus, are bringing
digital imaging services in-house. State of the art imaging technology empowers
users with new tools, but does not guarantee that the task of generating accept
able image reproductions will be easier.
The basic problem in the desktop color prepress environment is that each com
ponent in this open system handles color differently. Miscommunication between
devices results in user frustration with an unpredictable, inconsistent, and inac
curate color system. The solution to this problem is to assess one's workflow and
adopt a color management system (CMS). The purpose of CMSs is to help users
maintain color integrity throughout their desktop system and to automate the
color separation process.
This thesis project investigated the possibility of applying a comprehensive CMS
to automate the color reproduction of 3-D images procured with a digital camera.
Automatic exposure by Leaf System's Lumina digital camera and automatic
adjustments for tone reproduction, gray balance, and color correction by Kodak's
PCS100 CMS were employed.
The experimental design began with the calibration of each component in the
imaging chain. Next, a three-dimensional test scene of objects displaying tone and
color variety was digitized by the Lumina camera under specific studio lighting
conditions. And, under the exact studio conditions, a Kodak Q-60 test target was
digitized; this image file was used to characterize a device profile for the Lumina
digital camera. The digitized 3-D test scene filewas sent through a color-managed
workflow for automatic color reproduction.
IX
The automated, color-managed reproduction process was as follows: 1) select
monitor, input, effect, and output profiles in the PCS100 Color Manager 2)
acquire image via Photoshop on a Macintosh 3) image color conversion with
Kodak's PCS100 plug-ins by applying custom input profile, output simulation
profile, and 3M Matchprint output profile 4) film output via Agfa Selectset 5000,
and 5) 3M Matchprint color proofing to SWOP (Specifications for Web Offset
Printing).
Subjective evaluation was based on the single stimulus method. Visual assess
ments were performed by twenty color-tested judges with experience in printing
or photography. A set of ten color proofs of identical image were individually
evaluated for acceptability. The criteria for acceptable color reproduction includ
ed tone reproduction, gray balance, and color correction. Proofs that received
high average scores (>80%) were determined acceptable. Analysis of the results
determined that with proper calibration and CMS color conversion technology,
one can deliver acceptable tone reproduction and pleasing color. Gray balance
was determined unacceptable for all proofs based solely on a perceived yellow
ish-green cast in theMacBeth ColorChecker's three-quarter tone patch. Excluding
the gray balance factor, four proofs were determined acceptable for tone and color
reproduction.
Objective evaluation was made to further assess the color accuracy from original
to acceptable proof, and to correlate colorimetric differences with the visual
assessments. Quantitative assessment was based on colorimetric CIEL*a*b* mea
surements and calculated color differences (AE, AL*, AC*, AHab*) of MacBeth
color patches and 3-D objects. Objects in the original scene and corresponding
image areas in the proofs weremeasured in order to study variations in hue, light
ness, and saturation. Analysis of the results demonstrated that overall, the images
in the proof were lighter, less saturated, and had small hue shifts compared to the
original. The proofed image would probably be a poor match to the original in
terms of objective color accuracy. But for this thesis project, color proof accept
ability was determined by the subjective, visual evaluations.
Chapter I
Introduction
In today's desktop color prepress environment, a relentless drive to manage
color and streamline the production process embodies proactive users who
exploit new technologies. Color scanning and color separation have been
transformed by new technologies, allowing the image-originator to gain
greater control of image capture, processing and output. By integrating
technologies such as digital photography and color management systems into
the workflow, one expects the promise of automated color reproduction.
The StatementofProblem
Color separation techniques in process color printing have evolved from the
photomechanical system (process camera and masking techniques) to the
high-end, closed electronic system (electronic color scanner and film recorder)
to today's desktop, open publishing systems. Desktop color systems include
various components such as low cost desktop scanners, user-friendly color
workstations and color printers that output pre-film proofs in minutes. 1
Advancements in image capture technology (scanners, digital photography,
PhotoCD), imaging software and desktop acceleration have brought desktop
results to the quality level of high-end systems. The basic problem in the
desktop color prepress environment is that each component in this open
system handles color differently. Miscommunication between devices results
in user frustration with an unpredictable, inconsistent, and inaccurate color
system.
The solution to this problem is to assess one's workflow and adopt a CMS that
can translate color among various devices. Color management technology
characterizes the color performance of components within one's workflow,
and then factors these characterizations into an overall methodology for
managing color throughout the workflow, minimizing undesirable results.^
To achieve optimum productivity and quality consistency, the Kodak PCS100
color management system was used to automate the color reproduction
process for 3-D images procured with the Lumina digital camera. The
problem with employing CMS in a workflow that uses a digital camera as the
input device is that none of the existing CMS vendors provide device profiles
or characterization methods for digital cameras/3-D scanners.
The CMS input device characterization method is designed to work best with
media-based input devices, such as flatbed or drum desktop scanners. The
colorimetric reference values of a standard target, like the ANSI IT8.7/2, are
compared to scanned values to create a look-up table (LUT) of the differences
- this is referred to as a characterized device profile. For each input device,
profiles are characterized to the dye sets of various photographic media such
as Kodachrome or Fujichrome. When a Kodachrome original is scanned, the
Kodachrome device profile is applied to the digital image file to compensate
for the spectral or color characteristics of scanner and media.
This thesis project posed the research question: If color management is
applied to 3-D images captured with a digital camera, then will the images be
judged as acceptable color reproductions?
Background and Significance
John Larish, in Understanding Electronic Photography, reports the following:
The third largest cost for U.S. companies is publishing.
Publishing in all forms averages 4% to 8% of gross annual
revenues. This is especially true for information companies. A
$100 million company could easily spend $4 million to $8
million per year on publishing materials, both internally and for
distribution to the publie...Because of color electronic publishing,
this share is expected to grow tremendously.
According to Clay Gordon of InterConsult, 'Until now, many
kinds of color printing were too expensive to produce
electronically. And the costs associated with traditional color
prepress (separations and stripping) limited its use in areas like
catalog
production/3
The growth of digital photography will accelerate the convergence of
photographic and prepress markets, producing an evolution in workflow and
electronic publishing methods. As their capabilities expand, digital cameras
will take over an increasing amount of color separations that today originate
on traditional scanners.4 The cost savings from the elimination of film,
processing and Polaroid photos can be significant as well as the production
time saved.
American Color, a prepress shop, projects that by 1998, almost half of all
images it handles will originate from digital photography and PhotoCD rather
than from traditional scanners. American Color currently uses 20 digital
cameras, most of them for catalog and retail production at a customer's
facility. The image capture, design and layout is performed on-site. This
approach offers the customer greater control over the creation of the final
product, with the benefit of American Color's expertise in digital imaging. 5
Scott Brownstein, leader of the team that developed PhotoCD, comments on
the future of electronic photo imaging. He states, ". . . the vast majority of
photographers shoot pictures for print. I think the studio market will rapidly
go all-electronic . . . where you have control over the subject and are in a
studio. Studio photographers see the advantages of electronic photography
and look at it as: "This picture is going to be scanned anyway, why not do it all
up front?'."6
Trends driving the shift towards electronic cameras are: digital image
interchange; rapid improvements in quality and speed [of digital
components]; direct to paper [digital] presses . . J The direction in industry is
toward increased color work and a completely digital workflow.
New technologies used in the digital workflow promise solutions to achieve
optimum productivity. Digital photography will streamline the stage of input
and CMS technology will provide consistent and more predictable color on
desktop systems. The significance of combining CMS with digital
photography is to provide users, who lack color science and printing
expertise, with the best approach to seamlessly manage color in a digital
prepress color environment.
Reasons for Interest
New technologies are constantly introduced into the electronic prepress
process, making the prepress area dynamic and ever-challenging. Feelings of
boredom and dullness permeate in a static, non-enterprising environment,
whereas creativity and entreprenuership blossom in the world of electronic
prepress. I prefer the latter arena and enjoy exploiting new technology.
As the Print Production Editor for ESPRIT94;. I was eager to discover the most
effective means of converting red, green, blue (RGB) data into cyan, magenta,
yellow, black (CMYK) data for print reproduction. A fellow graduate and I
tested various RGB-CMYK transforms in software programs such as
PixelCraft's Color Access, Adobe Photoshop, Electronics for Imaging (EFI) and
Research Corporation's plug-ins to Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our
understanding of criteria for good color reproduction increased, and we
experienced a normal level of frustration and anxiety that accompanies the
task of delivering acceptable color from the desktop. We successfully used
EFI's RGB-to-CMYK transform for color separations of images that appear in
ESPRIT94.
Paralleling our learning experience was the introduction of color
management systems a comprehensive methodology and technology with
a mission to deliver
"device-independent"
color in the open desktop
environment. I was curious to learn about each of the major CMS solutions
so a colleague and I implemented a qualitative and quantitative comparison
of the top four CMSs Eastman Kodak's PCS100, EFIColor Works, Agfa's
FotoFlow, and Light Source's OFOTO. From visual and measured
assessments, we concluded that the Kodak PCS100 was the most
comprehensive solution and delivered the most preferred color quality.
My hunger for color knowledge and experience had been satisfied. Thus, I had
a healthy appetite to streamline the color reproduction process. By exploiting
digital photography along with color management technologies, I sought to
validate ways to reduce production time and the level of frustration felt in
the desktop color prepress environment.
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Chapter II
Background Theory
The combination of digital photography and color management technologies
offers imaging professionals tools to optimize their color imaging capabilities.
To comprehend the underlying issues and solutions for automated, accurate
desktop color reproduction, it is important to understand the open desktop
color system, color reproduction requirements, and digital color principles.
TheOpenDesktopColor System
Conventional high-end color systems scan media-based originals and record
color separations to film or disk. All steps are inclusive and components are
proprietary, hence industry identifies this as a closed system. Today, prepress
professionals have the flexibility of working in an open system. They are
empowered to select from a diverse array of components and software to
customize their color system.
On the desktop, the media-based original may be scanned on a wide choice of
input devices such as slide, flatbed or drum scanners, or digitized into
PhotoCD format on a Kodak Professional Imaging Workstation. Additionally,
the desktop environment allows for non-media-based original scenes to be
directly digitized by a digital camera. The color original, now a digital file, is
visually assessed on a color monitor, and can be altered with chosen software
on any of a variety of workstations. Once saved to system memory or a
storage medium, the digital color file may be output to a digital color proofer,
color printer, networked color copier, imagesetter, platesetter or digital press.
New digital scanning and recording methods have now eclipsed the highly
specialized and costly [proprietary] systems, opening the world of image
processing to us
all.l The diagram^ on the following page illustrates the many
digital input and output opportunities to take advantage of when establishing
a desktop color system.
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Digital Input
1. Reprographic camera
2. High-end drum scanner and recorder
3. Desktop drum scanner
4. Interfaced high-end drum scanner
5. Flatbed scanner
6. Still digital camera
7. Adapted with CCD camera back
8. Digital video camera
9. Computer-linked CD
Digital Output
10. Projection system
11. Color monitor
12. Film recorder
13. Laser printer
14. Thermal wax, dye sublimation printer
15. Digitally-driven color copier
16. Imagesetter, Direct-to-platesetter
18. Direct-to-press
19. Computer-to-paper, Digital press
8For this thesis project, the digital camera was used for input to a Macintosh
Quadra workstation with an Apple monitor, and output to an Agfa Selectset
imagesetter for intermediate films used in traditional proofing and printing.
Desktop Color Separation
The evolution of color separation tools is succinctly described by Richard
Adams, Color Reproduction Specialist at Graphic Arts Technical Foundation
(GATF), as follows:
Color separations that "match" or improve upon an original
photograph have been sought by color separators since the
beginning of process color printing in the 1860s. The first
generation of color separators worked with process cameras and
used red, green, and blue filters; and main, flash, and bump
exposures to make a set of yellow, magenta, cyan, and black
separations.
Second-generation separators used electronic color scanners,
which became commercially available in 1972. Their enhanced
accuracy, control, and turnaround made it easier to adjust
separations according to what test images revealed about the
color reproduction characteristics of specific paper, ink, and press
combinations . . . Color management promises to be the tool of
third-generation separators. It attempts to capture the expertise
of camera and scanner operators within an easy-to-use software
program.^
The desktop color system components and software separation tools afford
unlimited creative opportunities to a wide range of people. An open
invitation to desktop color has been accepted by parties of creatives such as
photographers, designers, and artists very few whom have a full
understanding of the complexity of color reproduction for printing.
ColorReproduction Requirements
The difference between good color reproduction and poor color reproduction
is relative to the capability of the system (components and software) and the
skill (knowledge and experience) of the system user. Although color
9management incorporates much valued color science into its software, it is
important to understand the essential color reproduction requirements that
transcend changes in color separation technologies.
Color reproduction requirements are criteria for evaluating and adjusting
color separation for accuracy and consistency. The criteria for good color
reproduction include: tone reproduction, gray balance, and color correction.
These criteria will be considered during visual assessments to determine
acceptability of proofs for this thesis project proofs of scenes procured via
the Lumina digital camera and reproduced through the automated, color-
managed system.
Tone reproduction refers to optimizing the reproduction to get the most
pleasing match of contrast with the original on a specified paper and ink. To
set tone reproduction, the operator must select the lightest portion, or
highlight, of the original; the darkest portion, or shadow; and the midtone or
middle densityA Upon visual assessment, acceptable tone reproduction is
apparent in a reproduction with rich tonal detail in the important areas, and a
possible sacrifice of tonal detail in the less important areas of the original
scene. It is also important to realize that the original scene or media has a
greater range of tones than the capability of the printing process, making tone
compression inevitable in the reproduction process. Rather than the
emulsions in a specific media, the lighting conditions in a specific studio
setting will create a sense of tonal range in the original scene. Lighting
conditions, exposure, and dynamic range of the Lumina will affect
reproducible tonal range. Desired tone reproduction must be achieved in
order to make proper assessments for acceptable color.
Gray balance is the adjustment of cyan, magenta, and yellow (CMY) dot sizes
to produce a neutral gray. Because of the spectral impurities of process inks,
overprinting equal percentages of each color tends to form a pinkish brown
color rather than a gray or black. Throughout a reproduction, these impurities
can cause a color cast. By finding out what percentages of CMY are required to
produce neutral gray, the color separator can reproduce all colors accurately.^
The Kodak PCS100 Precision Transforms for input to SWOP-coated output
should make proper adjustments for gray balance. To ensure gray balance in
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the films used for making proofs for this thesis project, the color proofing
system will be calibrated to SWOP-coated printing conditions. As a general
guideline, Miles Southworth states that values in the following table should
produce a gray balance on most scanners for most printing conditions^:
Control Point Cvan Magenta Yellow Black
Highlight 6% 4% 4% 0%
Middletone 62% 50% 50% 22%
Shadow 97% 90% 90% 70%
Table 1. Printing dot sizes for gray balance
Unless a color cast is desired, it will alter the appearance of colors as well as
tone reproduction; therefore, gray balance must be achieved to properly assess
proofs for acceptable color reproduction.
Color correction is useful for three reasons: to print the best reproduction
regardless of the substrate and inks used; to optimize the reproduction of
different original film emulsions; and to change colors according to a
customer's preference. Color correction is accomplished by the adjustment of
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black (CMYK) printers with respect to specific
original colors. It is necessary because process inks are impure and absorb
some of the light that they should transmit . . . these spectral impurities are
quantified as hue error7
Traditional color correction practice was intended to counteract the ink hue
error of a specific ink set used in process color printing. The desktop color
system can include a variety of output devices, including traditional printing,
which each have different ink sets and printable substrates. The reproducible
color gamut of all these devices will vary, but proper color correction would
make images printed on each of these devices look similar. The color
management method of gamut mapping provides automatic color correction,
and will be discussed later.
Color correction can be further refined for accurate reproduction of different
dyes in photographic media. On the desktop, color management incorporates
1 1
this refined color correction when characterizing input devices for various
transparent and reflective media. Lastly, color correction can fine-tune color
to satisfy the color preference of a customer. Visual assessments for pleasing
color (hue and saturation) will be subject to the
judges'
preferences.
DigitalColorPrinciples
In the world of desktop color, it is important to have a good grasp on basic
color principles as they relate to digital color reproduction. I will discuss the
theoretical principles of color vision and perception, RGB-light mixing
systems, color spaces, and color gamuts.
Color Vision and Perception
For those of use who are blessed with the ability to see, we may take for
granted our exposure to the everyday color in our lives. Color is a sensation,
resulting from the interplay of energy distributed from a light source, the
spectral sensitivity of a colored object, and the presence of an observer.
Photography, television, and printing are practical because they take
advantage of a truly amazing characteristic of the eye, which is that most
colors in the real world can be matched by controlling the intensities in a
mixture of just three lights. This point cannot be overemphasized it
underlies all color reproduction systems and is the key to understanding how
they work.
Irving Pobboravsky, principal imaging scientist at R.I.T. Research
Corporation, recently presented a most practical view of color vision and
perception, as follows in this annotated summary:
The three-color phenomenon is rooted in physiology: there are
three types of light-sensitive, cone-shaped cells at the back of the
eye - a mosaic of 6 to 7 million of these cone-shaped cells. Each
of the three types has its peak sensitivity at a different point in
the visual spectrum. One is most sensitive to blue light, another
to green light, and the third is considerably sensitive to red light.
When light from a colored objects is imaged by the lens of the
eye onto this mosaic of cells, they generate tiny voltages whose
12
magnitudes depend upon the [spectral sensitivity] of the object.
These electrical signals are processed to produce the sensation of
color in the brain.
They eye cannot break apart color perception into its component
lights; it sees only the results of the mixture of lights. Given the
respective sensitivities to the eye's color-sensitive cells, it turns
out that various mixtures of red, green, and blue lights create the
widest range of perceived colors. For this reason, all color
reproduction systems operate by controlling the intensities of
red, green, and blue light (RGB-light) that reaches the
RGB-Light Mixing Systems
Mr. Pobboravsky's view focuses on the fact that our own physiology dictates
the way we perceive color. Rather than explaining additive and subtractive
color theory as independent color systems, he unifies our thought to clearly
explain that all color-producing systems strive to control the light intensities
of R, G, and B. Although the control of RGB-light is a common goal, each
color-producing system achieves this in a different way due to different
technology or medium. Color-producing systems in the overall desktop color
system include: color photography, color monitors, and process color
printing. It is important to understand that each of these control the intensity
of RGB-light differently because the RGB-light-mixing affects our perception
of color when viewing photographic originals, soft-proofing, or hard-copy
proofing.
Color photography starts with a full intensity of RGB-light (white reflective
media or white light projection through transparent media) and subtracts or
reduces the intensities of R, G, B-lights. The system begins with the light-
sensitive nature of emulsion layers upon color film. One layer is sensitive to
red-light, another is sensitive to green-light, and the third is sensitive to blue-
light. When the film is exposed in a camera, the intensity of R, G, B-light of
each point in the scene is recorded simultaneously. As the film is developed,
the records of R, G, B-light form C, M, Y-dye images, respectively. Areas in the
photographed scene where blue-light intensity was low require a great deal of
blue-light dimming, which is achieved with a high concentration of yellow
colorant.10 The yellow transparent dye acts as a filter and absorbs or subtracts
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blue light from reaching our eyes. Similarly, the more cyan colorant results in
red-light dimming or absorption, and the more magenta colorant results in
green-light dimming or absorption. Thus, the concentration of CMY-dyes
controls the RGB-light intensities which dictate our perception of the color
image. In digital photography, the original image is non-media-based,
therefore the color perception of the "original" is based on the lighting
conditions, the objects in the scene, and the observer.
Color monitors start with no intensity of light or a black screen, and add
intensities of R, G, B-light. When taking an up-close look at the screen of a
color monitor with a loupe, one can identify thousands of tiny R, G, B-spots
or blocks arranged in groups of three. Basically, each of the R, G, B-spots are
phosphors. These phosphors are chemicals that emit light when struck by
electrons; the color of the light depends on the specific phosphor, and the
light intensity depends on the strength of the electron beam.H Color
monitors have R, G, B-electron guns that shoot electrons at the phosphors to
control the position and intensities of RGB-light. Each group of three
phosphors displays the appearance of an individual pixel. Many pixels
displayed on a color monitor (or groups of RGB-phosphors) form the color
images on screen. Images viewed on a color monitor will never match the
original, but calibration and color management technology will improve
monitor simulation.
Process color printing is like photography in that it starts with a full intensity
of RGB-light (a white, reflective substrate) and subtracts or reduces the
intensities of R, G, B-lights. Printing employs cyan, magenta, yellow, and
black (CMYK) transparent, process inks to act as filters, where C, M, Y-inks
dim or subtract R, G, B-light, respectively and K-ink subtracts RGB-lights
equally to increase shadow contrast and improve overall saturation. In
printing, one cannot alter the ink concentration at various points in the
image. Instead, halftone and stochastic printing have been developed where
one can alter the CMYK ink dot sizes or concentration of CMYK dots to vary
the intensities of R, G, B-light at different areas. Film separations of R, G, B
records of light are used to make prepress proofs and C, M, Y, K plates used on
process color printing presses. The halftone or stochastic dots on a printing
plate dictate how much ink will be printed at each part of the color image.
14
Color Spaces
The orderly description and specification of color is an essential part of
solving problems of talking about color.12 a color space is a language that
allows colors to be defined and described in mathematical terms, and edited
with different levels of accuracy. Color spaces are three-dimensional in their
representation of all colors, where a specific color is defined by three numbers
or three aspects of that color. A definition of and differentiation between
device-dependent and device-independent color spaces will help one better
understand the challenges and solutions in desktop color communication.
Device-dependent color spaces are based on the specific operation of a
particular device. Various devices, such as cameras, scanners, monitors, and
printers describe and reproduce color differently due to differences in
technology, colorants, and media. Cameras, scanners, and monitors use the
RGB (red, green, blue) color space, whereas photographic media, color
printers, proofing systems, and process color presses use the CMY (cyan,
magenta, yellow) color space - sometimes with the addition of K (black) to
increase shadow detail and contrast.
Images are recorded in RGB by cameras and scanners, displayed on a monitor
in RGB, and represented on a printed surface with CMY(K) colorants. If one
desires an image to be printed, then the RGB image must be converted to
CMY(K). The problem with RGB-to-CMY(K) conversion is that RGB and
CMY(K) color spaces are not standardized; these color spaces will vary
dependent on the device. For example, RGB sensors will vary among
scanners and among digital cameras; RGB phosphors will vary among
monitors; CMY(K) colorants will vary among different types of films,
printers, and presses. Even devices (of exact make and model) manufactured
by the same company may vary in their RGB or CMY(K) color space their
color space is device-dependent.
Color management systems perform color space conversions from one color
space to another such as RGB-monitor to CMYK-printer, or between the same
color space such as RGB-scanner to RGB-monitor. To achieve this, the CMSs
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need to use a consistent reference color space that is not dependent on a
device's sensors, phosphors, or colorants.
Device-independent color spaces specify colors without being influenced by a
particular device's characteristics. The use of a device-independent color space
allows desktop users to transfer files between devices and still maintain color
integrity. The CIE color space is commonly used by color management
systems as the reference color space where the device-dependent spaces are
referenced to the device-independent space during the color space conversion
process. This is similar to having an interpreter act as an unbiased reference
to translate one language to another, thus providing clear communication of
information from sender to receiver.
CIE stands for Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage. CIE is a group of
color scientists that have established standard color systems based on human
vision and perception. As discussed previously, perception of color is based
on a light source, an object, and an observer. The CIE standardized various
light sources such as D50 (5000 Kelvin or white light), and created a standard
observer a mathematical model of normal human vision. There are
different types of CIE device-independent color spaces.
The CIEXYZ color space was developed first and is the color space from which
other CIE spaces are derived. Three imaginary primaries or tristimulus values
defined as X (red), Y (green), and Z (blue) can be combined to represent all
colors visible to a standard observer under a standard lighting condition. This
color system described color in human vision terms or the spectral
sensitivities of the eye. Next, CIEYxy was developed from CIEXYZ as a means
to describe color in color perception terms. The coordinates x and y specify the
chromaticity of a color, and Y specifies the lightness of a color. Furthermore,
CIEL*a*b* was developed from CIEYxy to specify color in more uniform color
perception terms, where distances between colors more closely match
perceived differences between colors.
CIEL*a*b* is based on the theory that something can't be pure white and pure
black at the same time, and that mixtures of white and black can be designated
along an axis between the two. The same can be said of red /green and
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blue/ yeHow. 13 l* refers to the lightness (value), a* refers to the
redness /greenness, and b* refers to the yellowness /blueness of a specified
color. CIEL*a*b* is the most commonly used device-independent color space
in the graphic arts. It is used to create standard color test targets from which
the color gamut of input and output devices can be characterized; it is the
basis for objectively measuring and calculating color differences to represent
levels of perceptual color differences; it is a reference space that can be used by
CMSs to accurately perform color space conversions among desktop devices.
All CIE-based color spaces are device-independent, and are appropriate to use
as reference spaces for conversion between device-dependent color spaces.
Color Gamuts
Gamut literally means the total range of possibilities. 14 The gamut between
black and white is referred to as the dynamic range, density range, or tonal
range based on two points. Photographers and printers know that the density
range of a photograph is greater than the density range of a print reproduction
because of differences in technology, colorants, and media.
Color gamut is based on three points and reflects the possible range of colors a
device can produce. As with tonal range, the color range will vary from one
device to another dependent on the technology, colorants and media used.
For example, a scanner may not be able to capture the entire color gamut of a
color transparency; likewise, a printing press may not be able to reproduce all
the colors displayed on a monitor because of color gamut differences.
The fact that the color gamuts differ among devices in a desktop color system
makes it challenging to control color consistency throughout production.
Color management systems handle "out of gamut" color through gamut
mapping, a technique that remaps a range of colors to their best possible
representations within the gamut of the target devicel^ usually a CMYK
printing device. Color management systems also provide a gamut-mapping
technique for input device characterization, based on the fact that scanners
will differ in sensitivity to different color gamuts of various films.
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Chapter III
Literature Review
A year ago, industry exploded with talk of using new technologies such as
PhotoCD, digital cameras, stochastic screening and color management systems
to optimize their color reproduction potential. Manufacturers bombarded
industry with marketing information to attract early adopters of new
technologies. The affordability and improved capability of new input devices,
processing software, and output devices were attractive to businesses who
realized the benefits of bringing technology in-house. These benefits include
cost savings from less out-sourced work, and more control of the prepress
process.
Taking control of new technologies also meant taking responsibility for
unfamiliar stages of color production. A high level of technical
understanding about color was needed to produce acceptable color with new
desktop technologies, thus color management technology was introduced to
"hide"
the color expertise in easy-to-use software applications and hardware.
An investigation into the potential of using a color management system to
automate the color reproduction of images captured by a digital camera is the
focus of this thesis project. To become more familiar with CMS and digital
photography, the following provides an overview of each technology, and a
description of the specific products used in this project: Eastman Kodak's
PCS100 CMS, and Leaf
Systems' Lumina digital camera/3-D scanner.
ColorManagement Systems
Color management is crucial for the advancement of high resolution digital
color in a desktop publishing system. The strategy of CMS is to take a
comprehensive systems approach in providing device-independent color
integrity, unlike early approaches to focus only on improving the isolated
tasks of desktop color scanning or separation. CMS will increase the
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predictability, consistency, and quality of desktop-produced color by
eliminating variable effects during the reproduction workflow (see Appendix
A for workflows with and without CMSl). A color management system can
be defined by its methodology, technology, and standards for controlling the
communication of color information between devices, systems, users, and
suppliers involved in the color reproduction process.
CMS Methodology
The primary goal of color management is to automatically adjust for input
and output variables to obtain accurate and consistent color, regardless of the
components used in the reproduction system. The CMS methodology used
for optimizing color on different input and output devices, includes the steps
of calibration, characterization, and conversion (color space transformation).
Richard Adams, a color reproduction specialist at the Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation, explains the three steps as follows:
1. Calibration is a process that ensures that all devices (scanner, monitor, and
printer) in the desktop color system perform to a known specification, be it
RGB illuminance, CMYK density, or CMYK dot area.
2. Characterization is a way of measuring and quantifying the color space,
color gamut, and color behavior of a particular device under known
conditions. It is a way of determining how an input device captures color or
an output device records color when it is calibrated.
3. Conversion (also known as color transformation or color correction) refers
to translating a color image from the color space of one device to that of
another under known conditions. Color conversion can be done by manually
correcting the image or automatically by using color management software.
To achieve the goals of color management, calibration, characterization and
conversion must be done in this sequence. Calibrating a device to
specification serves as a foundation for characterization and conversion, and
a device must be characterized before color data can be converted for accurate
rendering.^
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CMS Technology
The three most comprehensive CMS solutions: Kodak's PCS100 CMS, Agfa's
FotoFlow, and Light Source's OFOTO compete in the CMS market. (It is
important to note that Electronics for Imaging was also a major player in the
CMS market, but has recently dropped its support for EFIColor Works.) Each
CMS vendor promotes their own color technology for desktop color
portability and reproduction quality. The best color management systems
follow a systems approach, and incorporate color science expertise into their
hardware and software. The proprietary color science is
"hidden" in device
profiles and color matching methods (CMM), making it unnecessary to have
a high level of technical understanding about color.
Device profiles specify a particular device's color-rendering characteristics.
Once a device is calibrated to manufacturer's specifications, the process of
characterization referencing the device's color space to a standard color
space produces a color data file or color profile of the device. Rudolph E.
Burger in Color Management Systems explains that a monitor profile
contains the x, y chromaticity coordinates of its RGB-phosphors, its white
point [color temperature] and the gamma for each channel. A scanner profile
contains the measured CIEXYZ values and corresponding RGB values for the
color patches on a calibration target, as well as the linearity of its RGB-
channels. Further, a printer profile contains the XYZ measurements of the
printer's [color gamut or color rendering dictionary], and the tone
reproduction curves [of its CMYK-colorants].3
Color matching methods contain color space [conversion] software to perform
color matching between a device and the reference color space using the
information in the device profile.^ For example, let's say that we want to
translate an RGB-scanned image to a CMYK-printed image. A CMS color
matching method will take the scanner device profile (device-RGB referenced
to CIEXYZ) and link it to the printer device profile (CIEXYZ referenced to
device-CMYK) with the aid of a device-independent reference color space
(such as CIEXYZ or other CIE-based spaces previously discussed). The CMSs
use look-up tables (LUTs), 3-D matrices, and algorithmic interpolation to
correlate the profiles of various devices to its own reference space and create
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device-specific transforms; the transforms are performed by a software-only or
hardware-accelerated processing engine, and the whole system links to an
applications software [like Photoshop] via an applications program interface
(API [or CMS plug-in module]).5
Color Standards for CMS
The CMS methodology and technology incorporate the use of color standards.
The standards put to use and in development include: input reference targets,
and the ColorSync Profile Format.
Reference targets for characterization of input imaging devices have been
developed by the American National Standards Institute's (ANSI) Imaging
Technology Committee 8 (IT8) and the ANSI Committee for Graphic Arts
Technologies Standards (CGATS). The committee's mission was to provide
tools to characterize and calibrate color input data by defining the
characteristics of a standard input target for color transparency and reflective
materials. The colormetrically defined specifications for transmissive media
is called the ANSI IT8.7/1 standard, and the reflective media standard is called
ANSI IT8.7/2. These standards have "been implemented on both 35mm and
4-inch by 5-inch transparency films [and color reflection prints] by Fuji Photo
Film, Eastman Kodak, and
Agfa."" The reference targets are used to
characterize a scanner's sensitivity to a specific type of media such as
Kodachrome. An input characterization creates a device profile. For instance,
a profile based on Kodachrome will be applied to a Kodachrome image scan,
so that proper color adjustments will be made to the image file.
The ColorSync Profile Format, version 2, is a file format for color
management and communication developed by the ColorSync Profile
Consortium. The ColorSync Profile Consortium is headed by Apple
Computer with members from Adobe Systems, Agfa-Gevaert, Eastman
Kodak, Microsoft Corporation, Silicon Graphics, Sun Microsystems and
Taligent, Inc.7 ColorSync is not an application; it is an extension in the Apple
Macintosh operating system. ColorSync provides device profiles, default color
matching algorithms, a transform engine, and control methods.
8 These allow
Macintosh users more consistent color, but not of the speed and accuracy of
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CMS technology from Kodak or Agfa. The default ColorSync color matching
method (CMM) supports both colorimetric and perceptual gamut mapping
and a preview mode that allows applications to simulate printed colors on
Once can think of ColorSync as a convention for color management
- a common playing ground from which all CMS vendors can build upon
with their color expertise.
The top CMSs have integrated their color matching technology to conform
with ColorSync so that any application that supports ColorSync will be able to
use their device profiles, color engines, and CMMs. The significance of this
standard is that ColorSync is incorporated into the Apple Macintosh
operating system (Mac OS) architecture; therefore, software developers of
Mac-based imaging applications will not need to be written to a specific CMS
application-level interface (CMSs will interface on an OS-level).
Kodak's PCS100 ColorManagement System
The Kodak Precision Color Management System (KCMS), developed by
Kodak Electronic Printing Systems (KEPS) in 1984, evolved from the high-end
Designmaster color workstation. In 1990, KCMS was introduced in a UNIX-
based (Sun Sparc) color workstation called KEPS Prophecy. Then, in 1992,
Kodak brought KCMS technology to a Macintosh-based desktop color system
called the Kodak PCS100.1
The PCS100 is a professional image production workstation designed to
eliminate the "trial and error"approach to generating high-quality color
separations in the open desktop color system. PCS100 is closely coupled with
Adobe Photoshop, and includes: the Kodak Precision family of device
calibration, characterization, and linearization software utilities, a NuBus
color acceleration board for the Macintosh, a colorimeter, and device color
profiles for input, display, and output devices. The PCS100 Color Manager
and Precision Color Transform Engine are at the heart of the system, driving
the high-performance, color-consistent, color-accurate PCS100 workstation.
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Calibration and Characterization
Following the prescribed CMS methodology, each of the individual
components in one's desktop color system must be first calibrated and
characterized. The Kodak Precision Input Color Calibration (ICC), Monitor
Color Calibration (MCC), Imagesetter Linearization Software (ILS) utilities are
used in conjunction with the PCS100.
Kodak's Precision ICC is used to characterize a calibrated scanner, based on a
specific film type, in order to generate an input device color profile or
Precision Transform (PT). (A PT provides the color data or LUT for input,
display, and output devices, and special effects; the PTs are combined for
accurate color conversions among devices.) Characterization involves the
following steps: 1) a color test target of a specific film type, like the Q-60 or IT8,
is scanned on the target device, 2) ICC does a digital analysis of the color
captured by the target device against known color values (CIEL*a*b*) for each
color patch on the test target, and 3) ICC determines the difference between
the scan and the reference to generate a custom input PT for the target device.
As stated previously, the digital camera is not intended to
"scan" film-based
originals, but this thesis project has determined that the ICC is beneficial in
automating the color reproduction of digital camera-captured objects.
Kodak's Precision MCC is used to accurately calibrate and characterize a color
monitor to increase the confidence in "soft-proofing." The MCC includes a
portable colorimeter which is attached to the monitor for calibration and
characterization, and a MonCal program is used to calibrate the display and
set the monitor's white point. The attached colorimeter measures a series of
displayed color patches, and MCC uses these measurements to generate a
custom input PT for one's monitor.
Kodak's Precision ILS is used to achieve accurate and consistent film output
from an imagesetter. Linearization ensures that one's imagesetter will output
percent dot sizes equivalent to the input values. The steps are as follows: 1) a
set of test targets are output to one's imagesetter at various exposure settings
for a specific lpi, 2) the solid black patch on each test target is measured with a
densitometer to determine the proper exposure for a 3.8 to 4.0 D-max
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(maximum density reading), 3) the properly-exposed test target is then subject
to measurements of each percent-dot-area patch, ranging from 0% to 100% in
5% increments, 4) the ILS software analyzes the actual readings against the
desired percent-dot-area to generate a transfer curve, and 5) the transfer curve,
for a specific lpi, is downloaded to the imagesetter RIP (raster image
processor). The transfer curve, for a specific lpi, will be applied to digital files
(of the same lpi) that are sent to the RIP; it adjusts the imagesetter to ensure
that the input-dots equal the output-dots.
Color Conversion
The Kodak Precision ICC and MCC create custom PTs for one's input device
and color monitor. The PCS100 Color Manager combines these custom PTs
with other PTs to create a PT configuration that matches your particular
device configuration! 1, and the Precision Color Transform Engine (CTE) is
used to accelerate the color conversion process.
The PCS100 Color Manager provides the architecture for accomplishing color
conversions between various devices in one's desktop color system. A
combination of selected input, monitor, output PTs is composed into a PT
chain that describes and compensates for differences in one's devices.12 Also,
special effect PTs (listed in Appendix B) can be selected with the input PT for
different tone and color corrections. The Precision CTE, a Mac NuBus board,
accelerates the Color Manager by as much as 100 times.13
Digital Photography
Digital photography involves three different steps: the original image must be
first changed into numbers, the image is then manipulated, and the image is
taken from the computer and put onto film or paper.1-4 For this thesis project,
the first step of
"digitizing"
an original will be performed by a digital camera,
the next two steps will be automated with color management technology. In
order to better understand digital imaging technology, the following explains
digital vs. analog, provides a review of digital camera basics, and highlights
digital imaging trends.
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Digital vs. Analog
Waves of energy surround us in our everyday lives. Light, sound, and heat
are forms of energy of different wavelengths; in color communications, we
are most familiar with light, wavelength of the visible spectrum. Somewhat
unfamiliar is that fact that electronic images on television or video are
electronic analog signal waves. In the world of computers, the displayed
images are digital signals. Leonard Sroka, a Technical Communications
Specialist at Kodak, explains the difference between analog and digital signals
as follows:
Analog signals are continuous over a range of measurement and
can usually be represented by waveforms. Continuously varying
quantities, such as voltage and frequency are analog quantities
which can take on any value.
Digital signals are discrete. They vary in specified increments
over time. Data travels through digital circuits in the form of
electronic pulses that have been translated into strings of Os and
Is - the only digits available in a binary number system.
"0" is a
low voltage (OFF) and
"1" is a high voltage (ON).
By measuring (sampling) the analog wave at precise intervals,
we can convert continuous analog values into discrete values,
such as [a byte of information or 11001100 in an 8-bit system].!5
To create a digital photograph, an analog image is sampled by a sensor, and
broken into a grid of pixels or picture elements.
Digital Camera Basics
Digital camera technology cannot produce images of equal quality (color
fidelity and resolution) to traditional photographic film technology. But
improvements in digital technology promise to someday meet or exceed the
quality level of film. Owners of digital cameras invest in the technology when
speed and convenience are more important purchasing considerations than
optimum resolution. Still, when purchasing a digital camera or scanning
technology, one must consider the type of sensor, and resolution capability.
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The types of sensors most often used in scanning devices include PMT
(Photomultiplier Tube) and CCD (Charged Coupled Device) technologies.
Both serve the purpose of converting light (reflected or transmitted from an
original) into electronic analog signals that are ultimately translated into
digital information. PMTs are the image sensors used in most drum scanners,
such as the traditional high-end Scitex scanners and newer Optronics desktop
drum scanners. PMTs sample one pixel at a time, and in general, are more
sensitive to light than a CCD. (Most PMTs have a higher dynamic range or
density range because they can differentiate between captured light intensities
better than CCDs.) CCDs are the image sensors used in most slide, flatbed, and
digital cameras. CCDs sample a line of pixels or a block of pixels at a time,
dependent on the type of CCD (linear or array).
The Lumina has a trilinear CCD which means that three linear CCDs are
aligned next to one another. One contains a line of photocells that are
sensitive to red-light, the second to green-light, and the third to blue-light.
Located at the front of the lens of the camera, the trilinear CCD scans the
original only once to record the R, G, and B light reflected and translates it
into an electrical signal.
Resolution is the amount of image information that a scanner is capable of
reading, and is dependent on the type of sensor and analog-to-digital (A/D)
converter. A digital image is sampled by a sensor and quantized by a A/D
converter; sampling and quantization determines the spatial and tonal
resolution. 16 The spatial resolution is the vertical multiplied by the
horizontal resolution. Spatial resolution describes how many pixels are
needed to fill a square inch of an output device . . . the lower the spatial
resolution, the coarser the output image becomes. I7 In a CCD array, the
number of photocells in the vertical plane are equal to the number on the
horizontal plane of the square CCD chip. In a linear CCD, the vertical
resolution is determined by the number of photocells aligned in the CCD, and
the horizontal resolution is determined by the rate at which the image is
sampled. For example, the Lumina's trilinear CCD has a line of 2,700
photocells (vertical resolution), and can sample the job-specific sampling rate
(calculated pixels-per-inch) at 3,400 maximum steps. The sampling rate is
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determined by multiplying the output lpi by a quality factor (1.5 to 2.0) and the
magnification ratio (original to final image size).
The tonal resolution is the amount of quantified information contained in a
pixel that determines its tonal range or brightness levels. A black and white
device's tonal range is a grayscale, whereas a color device's tonal range is its
color gamut. The range is represented by a LUT of digital values. The [LUT] is
directly related to the number of bits which the A/D converter can process at
one time; an 8-bit A/D converter enables a pixel to represent 256 [28] different
brightness levels [for each channel]; a 12-bit A/D converter enables a pixel to
represent 4069 [212] different brightness levels [for each channel].18 The
Lumina is a 12-bit digital camera, capable of handling 12-bits per R, G, B, for a
potential of 68 billion [236] possible color tones per pixel.
Digital Imaging Trends
The digital convergence of photography, television, printing and publishing,
and computer industries has brought digital imaging capability and
communication to the mass public. High-definition and digital television are
being introduced worldwide; personal computers now have the power to
handle color images efficiently; digital cameras are becoming good enough for
professional photographers; [and electronic publishing technologies offer on
line, CD-ROM, and digital and on-demand color printing].19 A common need
and new markets for digital images promote accelerated and constant changes
in digital photography.
There are many benefits to using a digital camera for direct digitizing of
images. Images can be created and then transmitted around the world across
telephone lines, images can be viewed and evaluated instantly (avoiding
costly reshoots), and since the storage medium is reusable, there are
considerable savings in film and processing.20
Technological advances such as increased processing power (microprocessor
chips), increased storage capability (compression, memory), and increased
communications capability (fiber optics, networking) will enable users to
expand their digital imaging potential.
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Leaf Systems' Luminadigital camera
Introduced at Seybold San Francisco '93, Leaf
Systems' Inc. Lumina digital
camera was the first complete unit designed to address the requirements of
digital photography at desktop prices. Following the show, the Seybold Special
Report reviewed the Lumina as follows:
The Lumina digital camera system begs to be called the
Chevrolet of digital imaging products. It offers excellent
functionality and performance at an affordable, Chevy-like price
tag of $6,900.
As far as specmanship is concerned, it does not match up to the
Kanlmage's BMW or its own Leaf Digital Camera Back [or the
Kodak DCS]. But the middle of the pyramid for digital
photography includes a large number of applications such as
retail advertising, technical documentation, and catalogs where
fleets of Luminas provide the appropriate price/performance
characteristics. And overall quality and speed of the Lumina
match up well with the middle-of-the-road requirements of
these applications.21
The Lumina is a combination digital camera and multi-purpose scanner
because it capable of reflective, transparent, and 3-D scanning of still objects.
Its technology lies in a trilinear CCD that scans a full resolution scan in about
three minutes. The CCD scans in a single pass a 2700 by 3400 pixel image with
12 bits of red, green, and blue per pixel.22 A 12-bit color depth captures more
shadow detail and yields a higher dynamic range than similarly priced flatbed
and film scanners.
Accompanying the camera hardware, is a Photoshop-compatible plug-in
module (Photoshop 2.5+). The Lumina software is necessary for acquiring
images, and allows for control of the following: 1) automatic or manual
exposure setting, 2) a 72dpi full screen preview of images, 3) cropping and
sizing of prescanned images, 4) adjustments to tone, 5) placement of white
point and black point, 6) histogram analysis, and 7) saving final scans in 8-bit
or 16-bit (high dynamic range) formats.
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With its sleek body design, small size (4"x 9"x 7") and light weight (5 lbs.), the
Lumina can easily be used on a tripod for 3-D product illustration and still
photography or, with a copy stand, for transmissive and reflective scanning,
using standard screw mounts.23 The Lumina provides flexibility for it will
accept Nikon bayonet mount lenses, and connects directly to one's Macintosh
via its SCSI (small computer systems interface) port.
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Chapter IV
StatementofProjectGoals
As evidenced in the previous chapters, one realizes that the problem of
inaccurate and inconsistent color reproduction is caused by miscom-
munication among various system components in the desktop color system.
This problem results in lost productivity due to rescans and reproofing, and
increased costs for materials and labor.
From the literature review, it is seen that color management systems have
been introduced to resolve color communication problems throughout the
workflow, and to automate color prepress tasks. Prepress and photography are
converging due to accessibility and affordability of new digital technologies.
Trends toward an all-digital workflow promote the use of digital cameras to
procure images in order to save time and costs of traditional film capture
methods. High expectations for digital imaging and color management are
prevalent in the expanding markets for color in reproductions.
People in the business to produce profitable, quality color reproductions focus
on the importance of 1) obtaining their customer's visual acceptance of
proofs, and 2) achieving high productivity at reduced costs. The combination
of digital photography and color management gives one the potential to
streamline and automate the production of accurate and consistent color
reproductions.
The goal of this thesis project was to employ the Kodak PCS100 for automatic
color reproduction of 3-D images procured via the Lumina digital camera.
Hypothesis
"Applying a comprehensive CMS technology to 3-D color images, procured by
a digital camera, will automatically produce acceptable color
reproductions."
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Chapter V
Methodology
ExperimentalDesign
This thesis project followed the three prescribed CMS steps in sequence. The
steps included calibration, characterization, and conversion. Before using the
Lumina digital camera or the Kodak PCS100, the desktop color system was
fully prepared by:
1. Calibrating the Lumina digital camera.
2. Calibrating the Apple monitor.
3. Linearizing the Agfa Selectset 5000 imagesetter.
4. Calibrating the 3M Matchprint proofing system to SWOP.
Digital Image Capture
A three-dimensional studio scene was prepared in a controlled studio
environment (Electronic Still Photography lab) with a neutral gray surround
and a neutral gray backdrop. The studio scene included a MacBeth
ColorChecker chart as well as a variety of 3-D objects demonstrating tone and
color. The gray scale patches on the MacBeth ColorChecker were used to make
visual assessments for gray balance of proofs, and the white and black patches
were used for automatic white-point/black-point setting by the Lumina
camera. The lens aperture (/2.8) was determined by taking a light reading
with a Minolta incident light meter set to 20 ASA, as suggested in the Leaf
Lumina User's Guide. The studio scene was illuminated by two standard
Mole-Richardson BabySoft Tungsten lights.
The studio scene was digitized by Leaf
Systems' Lumina digital camera with a
Sigma 50mm//2.8 macro lens, mounted on a monopod. The Lumina
automatically calculated the optimum exposure for each color band according
to the studio scene and lens f-stop.l The Lumina preferences were set to
"HDR Transfer (16 bits per
color)"
so that all captured values would be
transferred into the final image. When transferring the final image
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information in 16-bit, or HDR (High Dynamic Range) format, the computer
distributes the 12-bit data over 16 bits...2 The final image type was set to "Color
Positive" for 3-D objects, scanned at a resolution of 225dpi (150 lpi multiplied
by a quality factor of 1.5), and image sized to 5.85-inches by 10-inches for a 24-
megabyte (MB), 48-bit, RGB-Photoshop color file.
In order to create a custom device profile (characterization) for the Lumina
camera, the Kodak Ektacolor Plus Q60-C color reflective target was digitized
under the exact conditions as specified for the test scene above.
Device Characterization
The Kodak PCSlOO's Precision ICC (Input Color Calibration) v. 3.0 beta was
used to create a custom input PT for the Lumina digital camera. The digitized
Q60-C RGB file was opened in ICC, Q-60 Ektacolor/scanner/normal was
selected, the corners of the target were placed, and the software performed
calculations to generate the Lumina-input PT. The characterization took
approximately 30 seconds to complete.
The Kodak PCSlOO's Precision MCC (Monitor Color Calibration) was used to
create a custom monitor PT for the PCS100 workstation's Apple 21" color
monitor. The Kodak PCSlOO's portable colorimeter was attached to the
cleaned monitor for calibration and characterization. The MonCal program
was used to calibrate the display at a gamma 1.8 /phosphor 22, and to set the
monitor's white point at D50 (5000 Kelvin). The attached colorimeter
measured a series of displayed color patches, and the MCC used these
measurements to generate a custom input PT for the Apple monitor. The
characterization took approximately one minute to complete.
Image Color Conversion
As stated previously, the Kodak PCS100 Color Manager allows users to apply
individual or combined input, special effect, and output Precision Transforms
(PTs) - also known as device color profiles. In this approach, adjustments for
tone reproduction, gray balance, and color correction are automatically
applied during the color separation process. A total of ten color space
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conversions (color separations) were made using the custom Apple monitor
profile with various combinations of PTs as follows:
1. No input PT, No Effect PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
2. Lumina-input PT, No Effect PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
3. Lumina-input PT, EffectOl PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
4. Lumina-input PT, Effect02 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
5. Lumina-input PT, Effect03 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
6. Lumina-input PT, Effect04 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
7. Lumina-input PT, Effect05 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
8. Lumina-input PT, Effect06 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
9. Lumina-input PT, Effect07 PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
10. Lumina-input PT, Snappy Neutrals PT, US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
Each of the above combinations of monitor, input/effect, and output PTs
needed to be selected in the PCS100 Color Manager before actually applying
the PCS100 input and output PTs from within Photoshop. The Color Manager
composes the selected PTs into a PT chain that describes and compensates for
differences in one's devices. The processing of a selected PT chain took
approximately one minute to complete. The specific PTs used are as follows:
Monitor: P22.042595.Sp (for Apple
21"
monitor)
Input: Lumina (with or without an Effect PT)
Output: US Matchprint II Negative (set for 300 UCR, 30 GCR)
Once the Color Manager completed its task, the original RGB image was
opened in Photoshop. The original 48-bit, RGB file needed to be resaved as a
24-bit, RGB-TIFF (tagged image file format) file in order to be used in
Photoshop by the Kodak PCS100 software utilities. The selected input PT was
applied from the Filter menu to Other to PCS100 Input. This took about 30
seconds to complete. Then, the US Matchprint PT was applied from the File
menu to Export to PCS100 Output. This took approximately three minutes to
complete.
All color conversions were exported in the CMYK color space and saved as
Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) files. The ten 15MB image files were
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incorporated into QuarkXPress 3.31 page layouts, and then output as film
negative color separations on the Agfa Selectset 5000 imagesetter /Postscript
Level 2 (at 1501pi, 2400dpi, default screen angles, with EFIColor turned off).
Once the Agfa negative films were processed, each set of color separations
required a 3M Matchprint off-press contract proof. The Matchprint proofs
were made at the Technical and Education Center using SWOP-CMYK on
Publication stock. Each final proofed image, measuring 5.85-inches by 10-
inches, was mounted on an 11-inch by 14-inch neutral gray matt board.
SubjectiveEvaluation
The ten color proofs obtained were visually assessed by 20 people (14 men, 6
women) who have had professional training and /or professional work
experience in the fields of printing or photography. This included faculty
members from within various entities at Rochester Institute of Technology
such as the School of Printing Management and Sciences (SPMS), the School
of Photographic Arts and Sciences, and the Technical Education Center for the
Graphic Arts. And also included graduate students who have taken the SPMS
Color Separation Systems or Electronic Imaging and Control course. A sample
of the memo given to judges selected for the evaluations is included in
Appendix C.
Evaluations were done under standard viewing conditions as specified by
ANSI.3 The standard viewing booth located in the Technical and Education
Center's conference room near the web press was used. Its light source meets
the ANSI specification for 5000K color temperature illumination, and a 90-100
color rendering index (a measure of how much the light source affects the
way we perceive color).
The test method for the subjective evaluation was the single-stimulus
method. In the single-stimulus method, the ten proofs were shown to each
judge one at a time, and the judges were asked to rate the proofs according to
the given scale: Acceptable, Doubtful, Not Acceptable. A [value] is allocated to
each category like 1 for Acceptable, 0.5 for Doubtful, and 0 for Not Acceptable,
and the total [value] obtained by each reproduction from all the observers is
expressed as a percentage of the total [value] which it could have obtained if
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all observers rated it as high as possible.4 This method helped to determine
which proofs were perceived as acceptable color reproductions. An acceptable
color reproduction received a high percentage (>80%) for each of the
following criteria necessary for acceptable color reproduction: tone
reproduction, gray balance, and pleasing color.
A set of instructions was written and given to each judge to read before the
evaluation took place. A copy of these instructions is included in Appendix D.
Also, each judge was tested for normal color vision using the H-R-R
Pseudoisochromatic Plates, designed as a screening test to separate those with
defective color vision from those with normal color vision.5 A copy of the
script for the color vision test is included in Appendix E.
Upon verification of normal color vision, a judge briefly viewed objects from
the original test scene, and was asked to proceed to the standard viewing
booth for the evaluation session. Each individual judge first evaluated each
of the ten proofs for tone reproduction, next, for gray balance, and lastly, for
pleasing color. Prior to evaluation for each criteria, a definition of tone
reproduction, gray balance, or pleasing color was read to each judge. A copy of
the script for administering the evaluations is included in Appendix F.
Each proof, of the identical studio scene, was captured by the Lumina digital
camera (see Figures 1-10) and numbered 1-10 on the back of each proof,
respectively. The judges could tend to change their standards as the
evaluations proceeded so in order to reduce this effect, the order of the proofs
was varied for different judges. The responses were recorded on a master
response sheet and analyzed by the thesis research student. The completed
response sheets are included in Appendix G.
ObjectiveEvaluation
The proof yielding the highest visual-color-acceptability score was chosen to
be the subject for objective evaluation. To quantitatively assess color accuracy
from original to acceptable proof, colorimetric measurements of the MacBeth
ColorChecker color patches, and designated image areas in the 3-D objects
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were taken using X-Rite's 938 Spectrodensitometer (interfaced with the
Macintosh for direct readings into Microsoft Excel).
Quantitative color differences were based on colorimetric CIEL*a*b* values
and calculated Delta E (AE), relative to the D50 standard illuminant and CIE
1931 two-degree standard observer. To identify and analyze variations in
lightness, chroma (saturation), and hue, the CIEAL*AC*AH* were calculated.
Graphical communication of these variations was created by using Microsoft
Excel charts. Also, mean and standard deviations were derived for the
MacBeth color patches and the 3-D objects. Further assessment examined how
well the colorimetric measurements for color accuracy correlate with the
visual assessments for color acceptability.
Equipment andMaterialUsed
The following list identifies the equipment and material used in the
Electronic Still Photography lab's controlled studio environment for digital
image capture:
Digital camera: Leaf Systems, Inc. Lumina
Camera lens: Sigma 50mm /2.8 macro lens
Light meter: Minolta IV F
Lighting equipment: Mole-Richardson BabySoft Tungsten (2)
Background: neutral gray background and surround
Monitor: Apple 20" monitor with 24-bit color
CPU: Power Mac 8100/80 with 82 MB RAM, System 7.5
Software: Photoshop 3.0 with Lumina plug-in module, v. 1.0
3-D objects: various for tone and color variety
Test target: MacBeth ColorChecker
The following list identifies the equipment and material used in the
Electronic Printing and Publishing lab for image color conversion:
CMS: Kodak PCS100 with Adobe Photoshop 2.5.1
- Precision ICC v. 3.0 beta
- Precision MCC and MonCal
- Color Manager and Color Transform Engine
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Monitor: Apple 21" monitor with 24-bit color
CPU: Macintosh Quadra 950 with 65.5 MB RAM, System 7.5
Page layout software: Quark XPress 3.31
Imagesetter: Agfa Selectset 5000 (1501pi, 2400dpi)
Film separations: Agfa HN negatives
Color proofing: 3M Matchprint/SWOP Publication (T&E Center)
The following list identifies the equipment used in the Technical and
Education Center and the Electronic Printing and Publishing lab for subjective
evaluations and objective measurements:
Standard Viewing Booth (D50)
X-Rite's 938 Spectrodensitometer
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ChapterVI
TheResults
Ten color proofs of identical test scene were evaluated by 20 color-vision-
tested judges under standard viewing conditions. The subjective evaluations
for proof acceptability were based on the single stimulus method as described
previously. The criteria used to evaluate "acceptability" of each proof in the
set of ten included tone reproduction, gray balance, and pleasing color. The
proof which yielded the highest visual-color-acceptability score was chosen to
be the subject for objective evaluation. Colorimetric measurements of
original and proof samples were taken for objective evaluation of color
accuracy. The following presents the results and analysis of subjective and
objective evaluations.
Subjective Evaluation
Results of Visual Assessments
Six women and 14 men passed the screening test for normal color vision and
individually completed the 15-minute evaluation session. Each judge's
responses for all proofs were recorded on master response sheets by this
graduate student, where
"A" denotes Acceptable,
"D" denotes Doubtful, and
"N" denotes Not Acceptable. The completed response sheets are presented in
Appendix G.
Analysis of the Results
A value was allocated to each response as follows:
"1" for Acceptable, "0.5" for
Doubtful, and
"0" for Not Acceptable. The total value obtained by each proof
from all the observers is noted, and expressed as a percentage of the total
value which it could have obtained if all observers rated it as high as possible
(a maximum total value of
"20" for 20 judges). All color proofs that received a
87.5% Proof #9
85% Proof #2
80% Proof #3
80% Proof #8
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high percentage (> 80%) for each of the following criteria: tone reproduction,
gray balance, and pleasing color was determined
"acceptable."
For tone reproduction, the judges were asked to focus on the main objects in
the test scene (the bunny, the MacBeth, the flowers, and the bowl of fruit).
Four proofs were perceived as acceptable, receiving percentages > 80% as
follows (a description of all special effect PTs is listed in Appendix B):
Percentage Proof # Effect PT# (description)
07 (Small Saturation Boost)
None (input/output profiles only)
01 (Contrast 1 for LowCon)
06 (Small Desaturation Move)
Table 2. Analysis of subjective evaluation for tone reproduction.
Proofs #4-#7 received high percentages from 75%-77%, making these proofs
nearly acceptable. Proofs #1 (no input PT) and #10 (Snappy Neutrals PT) were
clearly not acceptable for tone reproduction; they received very low
percentages of 37.5% and 32.5%, respectively. Overall, the majority of proofs
could be determined acceptable for tone reproduction.
For gray balance, the judges were asked to focus only on the grayscale or
neutral patches along the bottom of the MacBeth ColorChecker. None of the
proofs were perceived as acceptable. Proof #5 received the highest percentage
of 70%. The five proofs that received > 50% are as follows:
Percentage Proof # Effect PT# (description)
03 (HL Contrast 2 for LowCon)
04 (Moderate Desaturation Move)
02 (HL Contrast 1 for LowCon)
01 (Contrast 1 for LowCon)
06 (Small Desaturation Move)
Table 3. Analysis of subjective evaluation for gray balance.
70% Proof #5
55% Proof #6
52% Proof #4
50% Proof #3
50% Proof #8
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Note that all three "add contrast PT" proofs and the two "desaturation PT"
proofs received the highest scores, which fall below the acceptability criteria
of > 80%. The majority of the judges perceived a yellowish-green color cast in
the Neutral 3.5 patch (three-quarter tone, second from the right). Measured
results verify this color shift, and also show that the Neutral 3.5 patch in the
proof is much more saturated than the original. This graduate student
believes that the tungsten lighting made it challenging for the PCS100 CMS to
"neutralize"
the resulting color separation proofs. The tungsten lighting
restricted the amount of blue light falling upon the objects in the original test
scene, and cast a majority of red/green (yellowish) light upon the illuminated
scene. Overall, all proofs were determined not acceptable for gray balance due
to the cast in the three-quarter-tone patch.
For pleasing color, the judges were asked to focus on the hue and saturation
of colors throughout the proof. Although gray balance was not optimum,
four proofs were perceived as acceptable. The four proofs that received > 80%
are as follows:
Percentage Proof # Effect PT# (description)
01 (Contrast 1 for LowCon)
03 (HL Contrast 2 for LowCon)
02 (HL Contrast 1 for LowCon)
07 (Small Saturation Boost)
Table 4. Analysis of subjective evaluation for pleasing color.
As seen above, the three "add contrast
PT"
proofs were perceived as
acceptable. One may conclude that an increase of contrast in the highlights
and quarter tones made the colors in those proofs appear brighter and cleaner,
thus acceptable. Also, the "small saturation boost
PT"
made that proof earn an
acceptable score, whereas the "moderate saturation boost
PT"
made the colors
appear unrealistic due to over saturation (proof #7 received an unacceptable
57.5% score). The two "desaturation effect
PT"
proofs #6 and #8 were nearly
acceptable, receiving 77% each. And proof #2 (with no effect PT, only input &
output PTs) received a 72%. Proofs #1, #7, and #10 (no input PT, moderate
saturation, and snappy neutrals, respectively) were perceived as unacceptable
85% Proof #3
85% Proof #5
82.5% Proof #4
80% Proof #9
77% Proof #5
72% Proof #3
71% Proof #4
70% Proof #6
69% Proof #8
69% Proof #9
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for pleasing color. Overall, the majority of proofs could be determined
acceptable for pleasing color (even though gray balance was determined
unacceptable).
The average score of the three percentages (scores for each of the three
criteria) was calculated to determine which proof had the highest visual-
color-acceptability score or mean. Proof #5 had the highest mean of 77%. For
overall acceptability, the top six proofs are ranked as follows:
Percentage Proof # Effect PT# (description)
03 (HL Contrast 2 for LowCon)
01 (Contrast 1 for LowCon)
02 (HL Contrast 1 for LowCon)
04 (Moderate Desaturation Move)
06 (Small Desaturation Move)
07 (Small Saturation Boost)
Table 5. Analysis of average scores for subjective evaluation.
None of the proofs received an average score > 80%. All three "add contrast
PT"
proofs and the two "desaturation PT" proofs received the highest average
scores because their scores for gray balance were the highest percentages. Since
gray balance (solely judged for the neutrality of the MacBeth grayscale) was
under the > 80% acceptability level for all proofs, this author decided to
calculate average scores with only the tone and color scores.
The average tone and color score was calculated to determine which proof
had the highest visual-color-acceptability score or mean (without the gray
balance factor). Proof #9 had the highest mean of 84%. Tone and color average
scores > 80% are as follows:
Percentage Proof # Effect PT# (description)
07 (Small Saturation Boost)
01 (Contrast 1 for LowCon)
02 (HL Contrast 1 for LowCon)
03 (HL Contrast 2 for LowCon)
Table 6. Analysis of average scores for tone and color only.
84% Proof #9
82.5% Proof #3
80% Proof #4
80% Proof #5
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Applying a small increase in saturation or contrast resulted in perceived
acceptability for tone reproduction and pleasing color.
Objective Evaluation
"Always remember that nobody accepts or rejects for color
because of numbers: it is the way it looks that
counts."
Fred Billmeyer and Max Saltzman, Principles of Color Technology.
For this thesis project, color proof acceptability was determined by the
subjective, visual evaluations as presented above. As a means to assess color
accuracy, color measurements and color-difference calculations were made for
objectivity. The objective results were intended to provide quantifiable color
communication, and to relate the objective with the subjective analysis.
Results of Colorimetric Measurements
Proof #5, with the highest average score of 77% (mean of scores for all three
criteria) was the subject of colorimetric measurements for objective
evaluation.
CIEL*a*b*
readings, relative to the standard D50 illuminant and
CIE 1931 two-degree standard observer, were generated for the each of the 24
color patches on the MacBeth ColorChecker and for original 3-D objects
(pastel sheets and fruit). CIEL*a*b* readings of corresponding image areas in
proof #5 were also generated. The equations used to calculate color differences
are presented in Appendix H. All CIEL*a*b* values and calculated color
differences (AL*, AC*, AHab* and AE) are presented in Appendix I. Means and
standard deviations for the values were also calculated.
Analysis of the Results
Due to the limitations in materials and the printing process, color proofs and
print reproductions are not expected to exactly match the original. The
CIEL*a*b* color difference equation allows one to quantify the amount of
total color difference, expressed as AE. CIE developed alternative ways to
interpret color differences in terms of lightness, chroma and hue, expressed as
AL*, AC*, and AHab* respectively. The following table, provided by R.I.T.
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Professor Bob Chung, relates the objective color difference parameter with the
subjective visual sensation:
Delta Visual Sensation (of Proof)
AL* (+) Lighter
(-) Darker
AC* (+) Brighter, cleaner, more colorful, less gray
(-) Duller, dirtier, less colorful, grayer
AHab* Hue difference (color shift)
AE Total color difference (including the above factors)
Table 7. Color difference interpretation.
Bob Chung stated in a course lecture that changes in hue are less tolerated
than changes in chroma or lightness. Graphical AE charts for the MacBeth
color patches and objects are presented in Appendix J. Graphical charts for
AL*AC*AHab*
are presented in Appendix K.
The objective evaluation results can be summarized as follows:
Color Patches AL* AC* AH* AE
Mean 5.90 -0.25 4.56 12.57
Standard Deviation 4.00 10.11 3.79 5.08
Objects AL* AC* AH* AE
Mean -5.30 -1.72 5.36 14.70
Standard Deviation 11.22 8.28 3.63 5.36
Overall AL* AC* AH* AE
Mean 3.10 -0.62 4.76 13.10
Standard Deviation 8.03 9.58 3.71 5.15
Table 8. Summary of means and standard deviations.
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One can conclude from the above values that the MacBeth color patches in
proof #5 are lighter, less saturated, and shift in hue compared to the original.
The objects pastel sheets and fruit) in proof #5 are darker, dirtier, and shift in
hue compared to the original. Overall, the images in proof #5 are lighter, less
saturated, and have a small shift in hue compared to the original.
Significant hue shifts (> 10) and negative AC* values (> -15 for a dirtier proof)
in "blue" color patches #13-Blue and #8-Purplish Blue resulted in the highest
AE values (> 20). A significant hue shift (> 12) and negative AL* value (> -21
for a darker proof) in the pastel pink sheet resulted in a high AE (> 20).
The three-quarter tone patch (#23-Neutral 3.5) was perceived by judges to
have a yellowish-green cast. The objective results verify this visual sensation.
The AE for #23-Neutral 3.5 was high (> 20), Ab* is a high 23.55 in the direction
of yellow, and
AC* is a positive 23.80 (making the three-quarter tone patch in
the proof appear more saturated).
With an overall AE mean of 13.10, the proofed image would probably be a
poor match to the original. Comparing the original to proof was not the
purpose of this thesis project; therefore, noticeable color differences are not
significant if the proof was determined visually acceptable by subjective
evaluation.
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ChapterVII
Summary andConclusions
The combination of digital photography and color management technologies
offers imaging professionals tools to optimize their color imaging capabilities.
Prepress and photography are converging due to accessibility and affordability
of new digital technologies. Trends toward an all-digital workflow promote
the use of digital cameras to procure images in order to save time and costs of
traditional film capture methods. Comprehensive color management systems
have been introduced to resolve color communication problems throughout
the workflow, and to automate color prepress tasks.
Key factors of success in a color imaging business include 1) obtaining
customer's visual acceptance of proofs, and 2) achieving high productivity at
reduced costs. Companies will satisfy these business needs with the benefits of
streamlining the image capture process with digital cameras, and automating
the color separation process with color management technology.
Summary
The goal of this thesis project was to employ the Kodak PCS100 for automatic
color reproduction of 3-D images procured via the Lumina digital camera.
For digital image capture, automatic exposure was calculated by the Lumina.
For image color conversions, automatic adjustments for tone reproduction,
gray balance, and color correction were applied by combining Kodak's PCS100
Precision Transforms for input, monitor and output, and special effect PTs for
tone, color and neutrality.
The important image quality characteristics of printed color reproductions or
color proofs include criteria for tone reproduction, gray balance, and pleasing
color. Based on these criteria, the subjective evaluation was performed by 20
color-tested judges who had prior experience and education in either the field
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of printing or photography. The single stimulus method was used for visual
assessments and analysis of acceptability scores.
An objective evaluation was also implemented by taking colorimetric
measurements of the original objects and proof #5 (which yielded the highest
average score for all criteria). For objective analysis, Microsoft Excel calculated
color differences (AE, AL*, AC*, AH*) from measured CIEL*a*b* values.
Hypothesis
"Applying a comprehensive CMS technology to 3-D color images, procured by
a digital camera, will automatically produce acceptable color
reproductions."
Conclusions
The following is a summary of the conclusions derived from the analysis of
results from subjective and objective evaluations:
The subjective evaluation results demonstrate that for the combined criteria
of tone reproduction, gray balance, and pleasing color, the hypothesis was not
accepted. None of the proofs received an average score > 80%.
All proofs were perceived as unacceptable for gray balance due to an apparent
color cast in the three-quarter tone patch on the MacBeth ColorChecker. But,
since the majority of proofs could be determined acceptable for tone
reproduction and pleasing color, this author decided to modify the criteria.
For tone reproduction and pleasing color only (excluding gray balance), the
hypothesis is accepted. Four of the proofs received an average score > 80%.
The Lumina digital camera determined an automatic exposure when
digitizing the original scene, which resulted in a low contrast image file.
Thus, this author believes that the "increase contrast
PTs"
were needed to
effectively add overall contrast to the proofs, making judges perceive these
proofs as most acceptable. In conclusion, all three "increase contrast
PT"
proofs are determined acceptable (ranking in order: #5, #3, and #4), followed
by an acceptable proof #9 with the "small saturation boost
PT."
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The objective evaluation results demonstrate that overall, the images in
proof #5 are lighter, less saturated, and have a small shift in hue compared to
the original. The color difference values for AE, AL*, AC*, AHab* helped to
verify possible causes for perceived differences, and identify levels of
differences between proofed and original samples. The blue-colored patches
in the MacBeth had significant hue shifts and chroma differences, resulting in
AE's >20. The perceived yellowish-green cast in the three-quarter tone patch
was verified by a high hue shift toward yellow and a high increase in chroma.
With an overall AE mean of 13.10, the proofed image would probably be a
poor match to the original in terms of objective color accuracy. For this thesis
project, color proof acceptability was determined by the subjective, visual
evaluations.
Implications
The direction in industry is toward increased color work and a completely
digital workflow. This thesis project has shown that exploiting new
technologies, such as applying a comprehensive CMS to digital camera
captured 3-D images, promises solutions to achieve optimum productivity.
Digital photography will streamline the stage of input and CMS technology
will provide acceptable, consistent and more predictable color on desktop
systems.
The significance of combining CMS with digital photography is to provide
users, who lack color science and printing expertise, with the best approach to
seamlessly manage color in a digital prepress environment.
The Kodak PCS100 CMS proved its
"soft-proofing"
capability by accurately
simulating the output on the monitor. Businesses who employ CMS
technology can increase their customer's confidence in accepting proofs
displayed on the color monitor.
"Soft-proofing" is significant because this
capability saves valuable production time and reduces material costs for films
and hard-copy proofs.
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Suggestions for furtherResearch
To properly test the full effectiveness of applying a comprehensive CMS to
images procured with a digital camera, similar research should be performed
in a commercial environment. Experienced studio photographers could be
asked to implement testing on actual commercial product shots, where the
originals were live jobs, and the customers would be the judges.
A productivity study could also be incorporated with this research (which
focused on visual assessments for acceptability). One could compare the
productivity of the manual, color separation process with the automatic,
color-managed process. Each step of the color reproduction process could be
examined: image capture, image corrections, color conversion/separation,
soft-proofing, image output, and hard-copy proofing.
A comparison of the top CMS solutions could be implemented to determine
which CMS, applied to digital camera captured images, delivered the most
preferred quality and optimum productivity.
Development of a method to characterize the digital camera input could be
investigated. A novel approach would exclude using a specific media dye set
as the basis for input color characterization and device calibration.
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Special Effects PrecisionTransforms
EffectOl PT: Contrast 1 For LowCon
This effect adds overall contrast to an input PT. The three-quarter tone areas are slightly
darkened, and highlights significantly lightened, to make a
"pleasing''
reproduction,
especially on low UCR reproductions (which tend to look slightly light in the shadows).
It is specifically intended to work with the LowCon reference files.
Effect02 PT: HL Contl For LowCon
This effect PT adds a small amount of contrast to the quarter tones, by brightening the
highlights, with slight darkening to the midtones. It was created by adding contrast
without affecting the color balance, it is intended to work with the LowCon reference files.
Effect03 PT: HL Cont2 For LowCon
This effect PT adds a small amount of contrast to the highlights and quarter tones, by
brightening the highlights (quarter tones and midtones are not darkened). It was created by
adding contrast without affecting the color balance. It is intended to work with the LowCon
reference files.
Effect04 PT: Moderate Desaturation Move
This effect PT desaturates the color of the image without affecting tonality.
Effect05 PT: Moderate Saturation Boost
This effect PT adds saturation to the image without affecting tonality.
Effect06 PT: Small Desaturation Move
This effect PT slightly desaturates the color of the image without affecting tonality.
Effect07 PT: Small Saturation Boost
This effect PT adds a small saturation increase to the image without affecting tonality.
Snappy Neutrals Effect PT: Snappy Neutrals
This effect PT adds contrast without affecting pastels, like yellows or pinks.
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Memo to the Judges
Date: May 1, 1995
To:
From: Kristl Honda
Subject: SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION FOR THESIS PROJECT
You have been asked to participate in the subject evaluation part of my thesis
project because of your experience in color judgment, and knowledge of tone
reproduction, gray balance, and the color separation process.
Thank you for agreeing to be a judge. You will be asked to judge a set of 10
color proofs (one at a time) for visual assessment of the following criteria:
1) tone reproduction, 2) gray balance, and 3) pleasing color.
You will be given a short color vision test before you begin evaluating the set
of proofs. An instruction sheet will be given to each judge, and this graduate
student will record your responses.
Each judge will take approximately 20 minutes to complete an evaluation
session. The evaluations will be done in a 5000K standard viewing booth
located in the room adjacent to the T&E Center's web press (Gannett Bldg.,
basement floor, T&E web press area).
I appreciate your participation in this project. Your evaluation session is
scheduled as follows:
Day of week:
Date:
Time: to
If you have any questions, please contact me at home: 256-3619.
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Instructions to the Judges
Your participation in this subjective evaluation is much appreciated. The
evaluation session will take approximately 20 minutes to complete, but please
take all the time you need in order to carefully examine each color proof.
Also, please do not hesitate to ask questions at any time.
Before we begin the evaluation session, I will administer a short color vision
test with the H-R-R Pseudoisochromatic plates (designed to separate those
with defective color vision from those with normal color vision).
If you have normal color vision, then we will move to the viewing booth
and begin the evaluations. You will also be allowed to briefly view objects
from the original studio scene.
You will be examining 10 individual color proofs, three consecutive times,
for visual assessment of the following criteria: 1) tone reproduction, 2) gray
balance, and 3) pleasing color.
First, you will answer the question: Based only on tone reproduction criteria,
is the color proof acceptable, doubtful, or not acceptable? I will record each of
your verbal responses. Then, you will evaluate the set of 10 proofs for gray
balance; and finally, for pleasing color.
Please ignore any minor dust, scratches, and detail that are not being
evaluated. Also, disregard the inconsistency of the gray background (this is
due to the studio lighting conditions, and the optics of the camera lens).
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Script forColorVision Test
DEMO: Plates A-D
1. I am going to show you some colored symbols.
2. How many do you see?
3. What are they?
4. These symbols may appear in any of the four corners of the page.
5. Please trace out with the brush where the symbols are.
The test itself is made up of just these three symbols with two, one, or none
on a page. Some of them will be harder for you to see as they may be less
strong in color.
TEST: Plates 1-6*
1. How many colored symbols do you see here?
2. What are they?
3. Where are they?
a subject who gives the correct responses to all six screening plates has
normal color vision.
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Script forAdministering theEvaluations
A. Based only on tone reproduction criteria, is the color proof acceptable,
doubtful, or not acceptable?
Tone reproduction refers to optimizing the reproduction to get the most
pleasing match of contrast with the original. Acceptable tone reproduction is
apparent in a reproduction with rich tonal detail in the important areas of the
image. Focus on the bunny, the MacBeth ColorChecker, the flowers, and the
bowl of fruit.
B. Based only on gray balance criteria, is the color proof acceptable, doubtful,
or not acceptable?
Gray balance is the adjustment of cyan, magenta, and yellow dot sizes to
produce a neutral gray. Acceptable gray balance is apparent in a reproduction
with no color cast in the neutrals (white, black, grays). Focus on the grayscale
or neutral patches on the bottom of the MacBeth ColorChecker.
C. Based only on pleasing color criteria, is the color proof acceptable, doubtful,
or not acceptable?
Pleasing color results from making appropriate color corrections. Pleasing
color reproductions do not require exact color matching. Acceptable, pleasing
color is apparent in a reproduction that satisfies one's color preferences for a
specific image. Focus on the hue and saturation of colors throughout the
image.
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MasterResponse Sheets
Evaluations forToneReproduction
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TnRepro 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
#1 A N A A A A N N N N A
#2 A A A D A A A D A A N
#3 A A A N A A A A A A N
#4 A A A D A A D N A A N
#5 A A A D D A D N A A N
#6 A N D A A A D D A D A
#7 A N A D A A D D N A A
#8 A N A A A A A A A A A
#9 A A A A A A A A A A A
#10 N N D N D N N D N D N
TnRepro 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total (%)
#1 N N N N D N N A N 7.5 37.5%
#2 A D A D A A A A A 17 85%
#3 A A A A D D D A D 16 80%
#4 D A A N A A A A A 15.5 77.5%
#5 A A A D A A D D A 15 75%
#6 A D A N A A A A A 15.5 77.5%
#7 A A D A D A D A A 15 75%
#8 D A D A N A D A D 16 80%
#9 A A D D N A A D A 17.5 87.5%
#10 A D D A N A N D N 6.5 32.5%
Appendix G
Master Response Sheets
Evaluations forGray Balance
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GrBal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
#1 N N N N N N N N N N N
#2 A N N N N N N D D N A
#3 D N D A N A N D D N A
#4 A N D D N A N A D N A
#5 D N A A N A N A A D A
#6 A N A D D D N A D N A
#7 A N A D N N N D N N A
#8 A N D D D N N A N N A
#9 A N A D N N N D N N N
#10 D N A D N A N D N D N
GrBal 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total (%)
#1 N N N N N N N N N 0 0%
#2 D N A D D D N N D 6.5 32.5%
#3 D N A D D A N A D 10 50%
#4 D A A D A A N N D 10.5 52.5%
#5 N A A A A A N A A 14 70%
#6 N D A A A A N N D 11 55%
#7 N D D D D D N D D 7.5 37.5%
#8 D D A D A A N N A 10 50%
#9 D N D A A A N D D 8 40%
#10 N N D A D D N D D 7.5 37.5%
Appendix G
Master Response Sheets
Evaluations forPleasingColor
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PIColor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
#1 N N N N N N N N N N N
#2 D A A N A N D A A D A
#3 A N A N A A A A A A A
#4 A A A N A A D A A D A
#5 A A A N A A D A A A D
#6 A A A N A A A A D D A
#7 D N D N A N D D D A D
#8 A D A N A A A A A D A
#9 A A D N A A A A A A A
#10 D N D N A N D D N D N
PIColor 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Total (%)
#1 N N N N N N N N N 0 0%
#2 A A A D A A D D D 14.5 72.5%
#3 A D A A A A D A A 17 85%
#4 A A D N A A A A A 16.5 82.5%
#5 A A A D A A D A A 17 85%
#6 D A D D A A D A D 15.5 77.5%
#7 N D A A N A A A A 11.5 57.5%
#8 D D D D A A A A D 15.5 77.5%
#9 D A A D D A D A D 16 80%
#10 A A D A A N D A N 9.5 47.5%
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Equations forColor-DifferenceCalculations
AE = CIELAB Color Difference Equation (Delta E)
= the square root of: { (Li* - L2*)2 + (ai* - a2*)2 + On* - b2*)2
L^*ax*bi*
=
CIEL*a*b*
values of proof
L2*a2*b2*
=
CIEL*a*b*
values of original
C*
= Chroma
= the square root of: (a*2 + b*2)
nab = Hue Angle
= tan"1 (b*/a*)
AL* = Lightness Difference (Value)
=
04*
- L2*)
AC* = Chroma Difference (Saturation)
=
(Cl*
- C2*)
AH*ab = Hue Difference (Color Shifts)
= the square root of: (AE2 - AL*2 AC*2)
The above equations were found in the following reference:
Billmeyer, Fred W. and Saltzman, Max. Principles of Color Technology,
Second Edition New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1981.
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CIEMeasurements andCalculations
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AEChart forMacbeth Color Patches
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AEChart forObjects
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AL*AC*AH* Chart forMacBethColor Patches
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Figure l
Proof #l
No input PT
No Effect PT
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 2
Proof #2
Lumina-input PT
No Effect PT
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 3
Proof #3
Lumina-input PT
EffectOl PT
(Contrast 1 for LowCon)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 4
Proof #4
Lumina-input PT
Effect02 PT
(HL Conl for LowCon)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 5
Proof #5
Lumina-input PT
Effect03 PT
(HL Con2 for LowCon)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 6
Proof #6
Lumina-input PT
Effect04 PT
(Moderate Desaturation Move)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 7
Proof #7
Lumina-input PT
Effect05 PT
(Moderate Saturation Boost)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 8
Proof #8
Lumina-input PT
Effect06 PT
(Small Desaturation Move)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure 9
Proof #9
Lumina-input PT
Effect07PT
(Small Saturation Boost)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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Figure io
Proof #10
Lumina-input PT
Snappy Neutrals Effect PT
(Snappy Neutrals)
US Matchprint II Neg-output PT
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